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GUIDED SUMMER TOURS 
IN THE MOUNTAINS
DNT Oslo og Omegn organizes guided tours. Our tours include accommodation at 
staffed mountain lodges or self-service cabins, all meals, and tour guides. The guides 
are experienced DNT tour leaders. We also offer transport directly from Oslo to the 
 mountains. The tours presented in this magazine is led by Englishspeaking tour leaders. 
For more details about the tours and online booking, please visit our website dntoslo.no.

OUR TOUR GUIDES
All our tour guides have completed the DNT’s special training program for tour guides 
or other training of same standard and quality.  

Our tour guides have great experience and show a high level of skill and expertise 
when it comes to touring the Norwegian mountains. They lead the tours on a voluntary 
basis, motivated by their passion for the mountains, for being on tour with others whom 
share the same interest, and for the DNT organization.

CLIMATE AND WEATHER 
Norway shares the same latitude as Alaska, Greenland and Siberia, but compared to 
these areas, Norway has a more pleasant climate. The mountains are beautiful, but the 
weather can be un stable. Even the easiest tour can be very  demanding if the weather is 
bad. To prepare for this, please  f ollow our recommended equipment list. (see page 23).
Summer temperatures in the mountains in the southern part of Norway vary normally 
from about 10 to 15°C. 
 
GENERAL FOR ALL GUIDED TOURS  
The tour participants carry their own backpacks (weighing up to 8 kilos).  The tour will 
be in the outdoors all day. Average walking speed is approx imately 3 km per hour. Before 
booking, please read the tour descriptions on dntoslo.no carefully, including “Terms and 
conditions”. You should also study the area map before tour departure.  
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u JOIN US:  Experience 
spectacular landscape and 
mountains. Photo: Marius 
Dalseg Sætre. 
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EASY  
Day tours from a cabin or easy day events for 
everyone. The tour length can usually be  adjusted 
to the skill level of the participants. The tour is 
on relatively flat terrain. The planned route will 
mostly follow the waymarked route.

MEDIUM  
Day tours from a cabin or day tour stages that are 
up to approximately 15 km. Tours are suitable 
for those who are used to hiking while carrying a 
backpack and are in normally good shape. Lightly 
varied terrain with smaller climbs and descends. 
The planned route will mostly follow the way-
marked tracks.

GRADING OF GUIDED TOURS 
Our grading scale takes both tour length and type of terrain into consideration. It is important to know 
that if the weather is bad and conditions are terrible, even the easiest tour will be perceived as advanced.

DEMANDING 
Day tour stages are up to approximately 25 km. 
Tours are suitable for those with some mountain 
hiking experience and in good physical shape. The 
tour is in highly varied terrain with many climbs 
and  descends. The planned route can be both on 
and off the waymarked tracks.

ADVANCED
Day tour stages are more than approximately 25 
km. Tours are suitable for especially experience 
mountain hikers who are in very good physical 
shape. The tour will for some parts be in very 
steep and uneven terrain. The planned route can 
be both on and off the waymarked tracks.
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TRACKS
Avoid making new tracks. Invest in good, quality 
shoes that can withstand beeing wet and muddy. 

MAKING A FIREPLACE
If you are going to light a fire, use an existing fire 
place. You can also burn debris and other waste 
that can be burned on the fire. Examples of things 
that can be well burned are toiletpaper, dry food 
residue and cardboard. Note; be aware of fire haz-
ards during the summer months. First, check if it's 
 allowed with open fire in the area you are visiting.
  
GARBAGE
Everything you bring on your hike, you have to  
bring back. Leave no trace when leaving the camp-
ing site.  Nature needs two years to break down an 
orange peel, and  plastic can take up to 500 years 

to break down. Bring your own bag dedicated to 
garbage along the way.

BUILT SOMETHING? 
Have you put up shelter or made a campsite, take 
it down again before leaving. A good rule of thumb 
is that it should look like no one has been in the 
area when you are finished. Not even a misplaced 
stick or leftover firematch should be left on the 
ground. 

WILDLIFE 
Show consideration for animals and bird life. 
Let wild animals be at peace and remember that 
 garbage you leave can be harmful to them. Food 
or garbage stored outside the tent can quickly be 
taken by the animals. So beware!

THE RIGHT TO ROAM 
In Norway, you can walk nearly anywhere you want. Outdoor recreation has become a major part of 
national identity,  and is established by law. You are free to enjoy the great outdoors- as long as you pick 
up your rubbish and show respect for nature. Here are som advise on how to behave in nature.

TRACKS: Invest in shoes that can withstand mud and water. Foto: Marius Dalseg Sætre. 

p SMART PACKING:  Use our 
pakcing list for guidance, don't pack 
more than you can carry. 
Foto: Marius Dalseg Sætre.

CABINS & MEALS 
The DNT cabins are known for their cozy and 
intimate atmosphere and friendly service. Three 
meals are included each day except the first and 
the last. These are breakfast  buffet, lunch pack 
with filling for your own thermos bottle and three-
course dinner. The first meal is normally dinner 
on arrival at the first lodge. Accommodation will 
be in four bedded rooms or larger. 

It is mandatory that you bring your own sleep-
ing bag or sheets. The lodges are open to every-
body, so at busy times you need to be prepared to 
share rooms with people you do not know. If the 
cabins are very crowded, it may even be necessary 
to sleep on mattresses on the floor. In self-service 

cabins, there is no reservation of beds. In these 
cabins, all participants must contribute with 
cooking, dishwashing, water supply, cleaning and 
 general housekeeping. All necessary provision can 
be found in a stock room at the cabin.

ADVICE ON FITNESS PREPARATIONS  
It is advisable to start with your fitness prepara-
tions early. Remember that hiking in mountain 
terrain with a backpack weighing up to 8 kilos 
differs from regular exercise in urban terrain. If 
you are going on a cabin-to-cabin tour, we highly 
recommend that you do a couple of test hikes with 
the backpack and boots you are going to use on the 
hike before you leave home. 

SUMMER 2019
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Every summer we offer a wide range of guided tours in the mountains. Our trips are very 
popular and some are trips we arrange year after year. Here are some of our favorite 
guided tours for summer 2019.

SAGA 
Saga is our long route from Lillehammer to Snøhetta. It reaches 230 km over Ringebu-
fjellet, through two National Parks; Rondane and Dovre. We follow DNT's waymarked 
routes, with accomodation in both staffed and self-serviced cabins. On this tour we are 
moving through historic and legendary grounds; From the Birkebeiners escape with 
Håkon Håkonson South in Lillehammer, to the majestic Snøhetta in the North. Fairy-
tales like Per Gynt and Dovregubben also takes place in magical Rondeslottet. Are you 
ready to create your own SAGA? 
 
MASSIV 
The whole route from Sota Sæter in Breheimen to Haukeliseter in Hardangervidda is 
about 350 km long. We offer the Massiv tour organized as three continous separate 
tours: Massiv I: Breheimen, Massiv II: Jotunheimen, Massiv III: Skarvheimen and 
 Massiv IV: Hardangervidda. Before you go, make sure you get your MASSIV passport. 

Each cabin along the route is equipped with separate stamps for the MASSIV pass and 
for each completed mountain area you get a separate mark from that area. Once all four 
areas are completed, you get your rightful place in our Hall of Fame, the official MASSIV 
brand and you get the t-shirt as proof completing the impressive route.

HISTORIC HIKING ROUTES 
From the very beginning, there has been traffic both on land and in water in our ex-
tensive country. Transport has gone over mountain ranges and glaciers, along forest 
stretches and on the sea, between settlements, towns and farms. Many of the old routes 
have long since disappeared, but there are still visible roadside paths and diverse trail 
memories. Historic Hiking Routes are a collaboration between DNT and the Directorate 
for Cultural Heritage in Norway, which makes old traffic routes better known and used. 

The selected routes give you great outdoor experiences in combination with unique 
cultural heritage. This summer we walk the historic routes through Aurlandsdalen and 
through Jotunheimen. 

OUR FAVOURITES

SAGA 

HISTORIC HIKING 
ROUTES

TOUR: 12131, 12132, 
12133, 12134

OUR CLASSICS
Our Classic tours are popular routes that goes through Rondane, 
Dovre, Jotunheimen and Breheimen. The tours differs in lenghts and 
grading, but are a great at giving you the highlights of each particular 
mountain area. You can read more about the tours on the next page. 

u MASSIV:   Skogadalsbøen is a 
beautiful cabin on the route. Foto: 
Marius Dalseg Sætre.

historiskevandreruter.no

massiv.dnt.no

saga.dnt.no
TOUR: 12135, 12136

MASSIV

TOUR: 12308, 12212
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THROUGH DOVRE AND RONDANE

Experience the impressive Snøhetta massif, with its beautiful mountain valleys, peaks, and nice cabins. 
This tour offers breathtaking mountains in Dovre National Park and Rondane National Park. 

DATE: 30/6 TOUR: 12213 DAYS: 9

LODGES: Snøheim, Reinheim, Kongsvold, Hjerkinn Fjellstue, Grimsdalshytta, Øvre Dørålseter,  Bjørnhollia, Rondvassbu

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo/Oslo Airport Gardermoen by train

RONDANE CLASSIC TOUR

This popular hike will take you through the heart of Rondane National Park in a few days. Enjoy beautiful 
 Rondane and visit nice cabins on this wonderful tour!

DATE: 25/6, 16/7, 23/7, 3/9 TOUR: 12194 DAYS: 6

LODGES: Hageseter, Grimsdalshytta, Øvre Dørålseter, Bjørnhollia, Rondvassbu

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo/Oslo Airport Gardermoen by train

Rondane was declared a National Park in 1962, the first in the country. This area 
is still home to one of Norway’s last herds of wild reindeer. Many of the peaks reach 
above 2000 meters. Rondane is smaller, and not as wild as, Jotunheimen  National 
Park. Nevertheless, with its range of peaks, valleys and mountain areas, it offers 
a challenge for those who love the feeling of untamed nature combined with the 
 possibility of exploring the peaceful areas.

RONDANE – DOVREFJELL, MUSK SAFARI AND SNØHETTA
DATE: 17/8 TOUR: 12283 DAYS: 7

Join the amazing Dovrefjell, which offers rich flora and fauna, home of the beautiful and mysterious musk ox, 
wild reindeer and a great view. The charming cabins at Dovrefjell offers great hospitality and serve delicious 
local food. The self-service cabin Reinheim is an experience in itself. The musk ox finds its way to enjoy the 
lunch break outside the cabin. This is a trip that offers great experiences and  wonderful nature. Welcome on 
the trip to Dovre National Park.

ALVDAL VESTFJELL WITH A TOUCH OF RONDANE
DATE: 7/7 TOUR: 12311 DAYS: 6

Alvdal Vestfjell and Rondane in one package! A trip with good trails and nice cabins, a good variety of forests 
and 2000-meter peaks. Five cabins with their distinctive character. Look forward to join this trip.

LODGES: Grimsdalshytta, Hageseter, Kongsvold Fjellstue, Reinheim, Snøheim

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo/Oslo Airport Gardermoen by train

LODGES:  Storgrytdalseter, Korsberghytta, Breisjøseter, Bjørnhollia, Rondvassbu
TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo/Oslo Airport Gardermoen by train

RONDANE, DOVRE AND
ALVDAL VESTFJELL

UNTAMED:   Rondvassbu 
 surrounded by breathtaking nature. 
Foto: Marius Dalseg Sætre.
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SAGA is the long route from Lillehammer to Snøhetta. 230 km over Ringebu-
fjellet, through Rondane and Dovrefjell. We follow DNT’s waymarked routes, with 
 accommodation in both staffed and self-service cabins. From the birkebeiners 
escape with Håkon Håkonsson south in Lillehammer, to the majestic Snøhetta in the 
north. On this tour you are moving through historic and legendary grounds. 

SAGA

SAGA I 

SAGA I is the first stage and starts from Lillehammer to Mysuseter, through Ringebufjellet and Venabufjellet. It 
is possible to join SAGA II. 

DATE: 29/6 TOUR: 12135 DAYS: 9

LODGES: Hornsjø, Djupslia, Vetåbu, Jammerdalsbu, Gråhøgdbu, Eldåbu, Bjørnhollia, Rondvassbu

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by train

SAGA II 

SAGA II is the second stage of SAGA and starts at beautiful Rondvassbu and end at Snøheim in Dovre. 
DATE: 7/7 TOUR: 12136 DAYS: 7

LODGES: Rondvassbu, Øvre Dørålseter, Grimsdalshytta, Hjerkinn Fjellstue, Reinheim, Snøheim

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by train

MAJESTIC:  Get ready for a beautiful scenery in Rondane. Photo: Marius Dalseg Sætre.

MASSIV, the complete route from Sota Sæter in Breheimen to Haukeliseter at 
 Hardangervidda is about 350 km long. DNT offer the MASSIV tour organized as 
t hree separate tours. MASSIV I – Breheimen, MASSIV II – Jotunheimen, MASSIV III – 
 Skarvheimen and MASSIV IV – Hardangervidda. The route is divided into four stages, 
one for each mountain area. With MASSIV you have a true goal to strive for. 

MASSIV

MASSIV I – BREHEIMEN

This is the first of four stages of the Massiv tour. Green valleys and high mountains are typical for this area 
- Breheimen. To participate in "MASSIV I Breheimen" is a great oppurtunity to become familiar with this 
beatiful mountain area. The trails are often covered with boulders and scree, it is therefore important to be in 
good physical shape.

DATE: 5/7 TOUR: 12131 DAYS: 6

LODGES: Sota Sæter, Sprongdalshytta, Arentzbu, Nørdstedalseter, Sognefjellshytta

TRANSPORT: Departure from /return to Oslo by bus

MASSIV III – SKARVHEIMEN

Stage three of four on the longroute MASSIV. Skarvheimen offers beautiful hilly terrain, high mountains and 
deep valleys. This trip combines self-served cabins and staffed lodges, and is suitable for those who wants to 
hike long distances.

DATE: 13/7 TOUR: 12133 DAYS: 9

LODGES: Slettningsbu, Sulebu, Breistølen, Bjordalsbu, Iungsdalshytta, Geiterygghytta, Finsehytta

TRANSPORT: Departure from Oslo by bus /return by train

MASSIV IV – HARDANGERVIDDA

The last stage of the longroute MASSIV. A wonderful tour in the beautiful Hardangervidda National Park.
Typical for this area is wide open mountain plateaus. We can see the mountain Hårteigen towering over the 
landscape, guiding us over the plateau.

DATE: 20/7 , 10/8 TOUR: 12134 DAYS: 8

LODGES: Finsehytta, Krækkja, Stigstuv, Sandhaug, Litlos, Hellevassbu, Haukeliseter

TRANSPORT: Departure from Oslo by train /return by buss

LODGES: Sognefjellshytta, Fannaråken, Skogadalsbøen, Fondsbu

TRANSPORT: Departure from /return to Oslo by bus

This is stage two of the great Massiv tour. It is the variations in the nature that makes Jotunheimen and this 
route so unique. Glaciers, mountainpeaks, green valleys, beautiful rivers and waterfalls and a lot of flowers.

MASSIV II – JOTUNHEIMEN
DATE: 9/7 TOUR: 12132 DAYS: 5
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Hardangervidda is the biggest mountain plateau in Northern Europe, protected as a 
National Park since 1981. This is home to the largest wild reindeer herds in Europe. 
The central and eastern part of Hardangervidda is open and flat, while in the south 
and the west the terrain is broken up by high mountain ridges, reaching up to 1700 
meters above sea level. 

HARDANGERVIDDA

HARDANGERVIDDA LIGHT

A great trip for "the first time walkers" from cabin to cabin or for those who want shorter distances between 
the cabins. The second day we take the boat over the Halnefjord. During this day, in nice weather, you will 
have a great view to Hallingskarvet, Hardangerjøkulen, Hårteigen and Gaustatoppen. 

DATE: 6/7, 13/7, 27/7, 3/8, 7/8, 14/8 TOUR: 12197 DAYS: 5

LODGES: Krækkja, Heinseter, Rauhelleren, Stigstuv

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by train

HARDANGERVIDDA – MOUNTAINS AND FJORDS 

The tour starts northeast of the mountain plateau. This part of Hardangervidda is open and plain with soft 
hills. On the last part of the route, the terrain changes, to a more hilly landscape. For those who prefer shorter 
distances between the cabins, this tour is a good choice.  

DATE: 13/7, 20/7, 3/8 TOUR: 12195 DAYS: 8

LODGES: Stigstuv, Sandhaug, Litlos, Torehytten, Stavali, Utne Hotel

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by train

HARDANGERVIDDA CLASSIC

Across Hardangervidda we will hike the eastern parts of Hardangervidda and enjoy the beautiful view it has 
to offer. During the hike we will pass several landmarks, such as Hardangerjøkulen, Hallingskarvet, Hårteigen 
and Gaustatoppen. The terrain is hilly without steep climbs and no open sections. A ferry will take us across 
the Halnefjorden. Accommodation will be in staffed lodges. 

DATE: 23/7, 5/8 TOUR: 12216 DAYS: 6

LODGES: Finsehytta, Krækkja, Rauhelleren, Mårbu, Kalhovd

TRANSPORT: Departure from Oslo by train /return by buss

WIDE PLATEOUS: Norway’s 
most atmospheric area! Photo: 
Marius Dalseg Sætre. 
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THE HIGHLIGHTS OF JOTUNHEIMEN

This tour is a must for experienced hikers who want to explore the highest mountain massif of Norway. The 
highlights of the tour will be to climb the two highest summits in Norway; Galdhøpiggen (2469 m.a.s.l.) and 
Glittertind (2452 m.a.s.l.). On the way to Spiterstulen, a guided glacier team takes us across Stygghøbreen and 
up to Galdhøpiggen. The last day we will walk over Besseggen, one of Norway's most popular hikes.

DATE: 10/7, 31/7 TOUR: 12264 DAYS: 5

LODGES: Juvasshytta, Spiterstulen, Glitterheim, Memurubu, Gjendesheim
TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by bus

JOTUNHEIMEN CLASSIC

This is one of our most popular hikes! Visit the heart of Jotunheimen National Park and experience one 
of  Norway’s highest summits, Glittertind. The scenic walk across the Besseggen ridge, is also a part of the 
 program. This will be a fantastic experience if you are in good physical shape and sure-footed! Accommodation 
is in staffed lodges.

DATE: 16/7, 23/7 TOUR: 12263 DAYS: 8

LODGES: Gjendesheim, Glitterheim, Spiterstulen, Leirvassbu, Gjendebu, Memurubu

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by bus

The Jotunheimen National Park is one of the most magnificent mountain massifs 
in Norway and a popular mountain area for outdoor adventures. Here you will find 
sharp ridges, high plateaus, glaciers and lakes. All of Norway’s summits over 2300 
meters are located here.

JOTUNHEIMEN AND 
BREHEIMEN

UTLADALEN: Well deserved 
break in wonderful landscapes. 
Photo: Marius Dalseg Sætre. 
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IN THE HEART OF JOTUNHEIMEN

The trail goes through valleys and passes lovely high mountains, hilly terrain, beautiful cabins and  wonderful 
landscape. In just a few days you will experience the heart of Jotunheimen; a tour you won't forget.  

DATE: 12/8 TOUR: 12266 DAYS: 5

LODGES: Leirvassbu, Olavsbu, Gjendebu, Torfinnsbu

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by bus

PEAKS OF THE JOTUNHEIMEN WEST
DATE: 8/7 TOUR: 12267 DAYS: 8

Experience the diversity of the Norwegian mountains! This trip offers boat trips, green valleys and high peaks. 
Accommodation in Norway's highest staffed cabin, Fannaråkhytta (2068masl). From the south on Fondsbu to 
the north on Leirvassbu, experience the beautiful landscape of Jotunheimen.

LODGES: Fondsbu, Olavsbu, Skogadalsbøen, Fannaråken, Sognefjellshytta, Leirvassbu
TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by bus

EARLY SUMMER AT BESSEGGEN
DATE: 28/6 TOUR: 12269 DAYS: 3

Kick start your summer with a fantastic mountain trip over the famous Besseggen! There is full service at 
Gjendesheim with 3-course dinner, hot tub and cozy living room with fireplace. In addition to the trip over 
Besseggen, we have the opportunity to go up to Knutshø or follow the beautiful nature trail along Lake Gjende.

LODGES: Gjendesheim

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by bus

HISTORIC HIKINGROUTE IN JOTUNHEIMEN
DATE: 22/7 TOUR: 12308 DAYS: 6

Jotunheimen is as popular today as when the first hikers travelled this area. Beautiful nature, 2000-meter 
peaks and deep valleys, lots of water and rivers- it's understandable that the wanderers come back over and 
over again. The tour is challenging. In return, you'll get some of the most beautiful mountain can offer of 
 contrasts, lushness and wildlife.

LODGES: Gjendesheim, Memurubu, Gjendebu, Torfinnsbu, Fondsbu
TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by bus

BREHEIMEN CLASSIC
DATE: 24/7 TOUR: 12215 DAYS: 5

Join us on our tour to Breheimen! This mountain area can offer high mountains, many glaciers, green valleys 
and hilly terrain. Far from civilization, there is a good chance you wont meet anybody while hiking here. On 
the last day we ride bicycles down the Fortundal-valley, a very spectacular ride through this narrow valley. 
If you have a lot of hiking experience, this tour should be on your to-do list! 

LODGES: Sota Sæter, Sprongdalshytta, Arentzbu, Nørdstedalseter, Fuglesteg
TRANSPORT: Departure from Oslo by bus and return to Oslo by train

JOTUNHEIMEN WEST

Wild and beautiful Jotunheimen. We will experience the diverse nature that Jotunheimen has to offer. We will 
cross the glacier Fannaråkbreen and spend a night at Norway's highest staffed cabin, Fannaråkhytta (2065 
m.a.s.l.). The trail down the valley Utladalen, will lead us to the wonderful cabin Skogadalsbøen.

DATE: 24/7, 7/8 TOUR: 12265 DAYS: 6

LODGES: Sognefjellshytta, Fannaråkhytta, Skogadalsbøen, Olavsbu, Lerivassbu

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by bus

FANNARÅKHYTTA: Norway's 
highest tourist lodge at 2068 masl. 
Photo:  Marius Dalseg Sætre. 
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Skarvheimen is where the east meets the west. With its broad valleys, wide plateaus 
and rugged peaks, this is truly a beautiful mountain area. The Aurlandsdalen valley 
some people say, exceeds anything Norway can offer of unspoiled nature. It is known 
as Norway’s Grand Canyon and is one of the most popular trails of the country. 

SKARVHEIMEN AND
AURLANDSDALEN

SKARVHEIMEN LIGHT

This tour is in the central part of Skarvheimen, up and down trails, bridges and nice cabins. Enjoy the spec-
tacular view in Skarvheimen. There is relatively short distance between the cabins but we will take it easy and 
spend the whole day out. The last day we perhaps take a trip up to St.Pål with a wonderful view.

DATE: 25/7, 22/8, 29/8, 5/9 TOUR: 12201 DAYS: 4

LODGES: Iungsdalshytta, Kongshelleren, Geiterygghytta

TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by train

SKARVHEIMEN CLASSIC
DATE: 10/8 TOUR: 12211 DAYS: 7

Through the central parts of Skarvheimen, we walk from cabin to cabin, up and down trails, bridges and enjoy 
spectacular view towards Reineskarvet, Hallingskarvet and Hardangerjøkulen. This beautiful and varied terrain 
makes this hike such an amazing experience, that you won't forget. 

LODGES: Skarvheim, Bjordalsbu, Iungsdalshytta, Kongshelleren, Geiterygghytta, Finsehytta

TRANSPORT: Departure from Oslo by bus and return to Oslo by train

AURLANDSDALEN – HISTORIC HIKING TRAIL
DATE: 14/7, 21/7 TOUR: 12212 DAYS: 6

We travel from Finse towards Geiterygghytta, to explore the beautiful view from St.Pål. Then through the deep 
valleys of Aurlandsdalen, which is one of Norway's most popular and mentioned hiking tours. We will travel 
though cultural landscape, experience ancient forests, lodges and old abandoned farms. Beautiful! 

LODGES: Finsehytta, Geiterygghytta, Aurlandsdalen Turisthytte Østerbø, Heimly Pensjonat
TRANSPORT: Departure from/return to Oslo by train

u VALLEY:   Aurlandsdalen 
is  Norway's Grand  Canyon. 
Foto: Marius Dalseg Sætre.
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FEMUNDSMARKA CLASSIC

The Røros Inn is the first stop and we visit the old Bergstaden that is on UNESCO's list of world heritage sites. 
The arrival day we will have time to visit this unique little town with narrow streets and characteristic old 
wood houses. Over the next 6 days we will explore the deep forest of Femundsmarka. Accommodation in 
charming self service cabins and mountain farms. A ferry takes us across the Lake Femund, a unique area of 
natural beauty. 

DATE: 15/7 TOUR: 12272 DAYS: 6

LODGES: Vertshuset Røros, Marenvollen, Ljøsnåvollen, Røvollen, Svukuriset
TRANSPORT: Departure from Oslo/Oslo Airport Gardermoen by train and return by bus

This is a unique area of natural beauty, with great pine forest, rocky terrain and the 
occasional lone pine trees. If you are looking for soft landscape and the contrasts 
between friendly wilderness and cultural activities, this area is the best choice. The 
region is heavily influenced by the local history of the Røros’ copper works, founded 
350 years ago. Røros is one of the oldest towns of wooden buildings in Europe and 
on the UNESCO’s World Heritage list. 

FEMUNDSMARKA

FEMUNDSMARKA LIGHT
DATE: 23/7 TOUR: 12273 DAYS: 5

Welcome to a beautiful and historical tour to Femundsmarka. We will enjoy wonderful trails and cozy cabins. 
Accommodation in charming self-serviced cabins and mountain farms. A ferry takes us across the Lake Femu-
nd, a unique area of natural beauty.  On the last day we will visit the old Bergstaden that is on UNESCO's list of 
world heritage sites and the Olav's Mine, before we end the trip at The Røros Inn. 

LODGES: Vertshuset Røros, Røvollen, Svukuriset, Olavsgruven 

TRANSPORT: Departure from Oslo by bus and return by train

HIDDEN TRAILS IN TUFSINGDALEN AND FEMUNDSMARKA

The tour goes through parts of Tufsingdalen south of Tynset and further east into Femundsmarka. Here 
you will experience nice cozy self-serviced cabins, boat trip over Femunden before we finish the trip on the 
 converted farm Svukuriset, which is DNT's serviced cabin in Femundsmarka. The cabin is a great starting 
point for trips to the wildlife kingdom of Femundsmarka National Park with claudberry and good fishing 
 waters. And, not least, a great trip to Store Svuku with its amazing view.

DATE: 1/7 TOUR: 12331 DAYS: 6

LODGES: Raudsjødalen, Ellefsplass, Sæter, Svukuriset
TRANSPORT: Departure from Oslo/Oslo Airport Gardermoen by train and return by bus

Langsua – the home of the trolls and fairies. Amidst spruce forests, pine moors, 
birch hillsides, stony plateaus and soft peaks you can feel the mystique of this area. 
Langsua became a National Park in 2011, located in the southeast of Jotunheimen. 
Few mountain areas in Norway can compare with this area in the lushness of high 
mountain vegetation. Here you will find small and cozy self-service cabins and short 
distances between the cabins. 

LANGSUA

JOTUNHEIMSTIEN: Walk the best part of the Jotunheim Trail with us. Photo: Marius Dalseg Sætre.  

THE JOTUNHEIM TRAIL THROUGH LANGSUA
DATE: 30/6, 7/7 TOUR: 12270 DAYS: 7

Jotunheimstien is the trail going from Oslo to Gjendesheim. We have chosen the most spectacular part of this 
route. Great variations and charming cabins are distinctive for this hike. Liomseter is the starting point in 
Langsua. Along the route we will stay in small, charming self-service cabins. 

LODGES: Liomseter, Storkvolvbua, Storhøliseter, Oskampen, Sikkilsdalseter, Gjendesheim
TRANSPORT: Departure from Oslo by train and return to Oslo by bus 
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GUIDED SUMMER TOURS

DID YOU KNOW...

THAT YOU CAN easily extend your stay when joining us on a guided tour? You can 
choose to join the tour from starting point in the mountains, and just have transport to 
Oslo on the return trip. Or the other way around! Just let us know when you are booking 
the trip. We can of course help you with suggestions on routes and cabins.

ABOUT OUR DNT KEY? If you are a member of DNT you have access to all of our 
 approximately 450 unstaffed cabins in Norway!  You can pick up and return cabin keys 
at all staffed lodges owned by DNT or at the DNT Tour Center in Oslo. Check out dnt-
butikken.no where you can order the key, maps and other equipment for your trip.

p PROVISIONS:  The self- 
service cabins are equipped with 
all the trekkers need for cooking 
and sleeping. Photo: Marius 
Dalseg Sætre. 

IN PACK OR POCKETS
o Rain jacket
o Rain trousers 
o Cap/hat
o Scarf/neckband
o Gloves/mittens
o Sweater/jacket (wool or fleece)
o Wool long underwear
o Shorts
o T-shirt
o Sleeping bag/sleeping liner 
o First aid kit
o Extra underwear 
o Toiletries 
o Towel
o Toilet paper
o Sunscreen 
o Sunglasses
o Insect repellent
o Map and Compass
o Knife
o Headlamp/flashlight
o Boot Waterproofing
o Thermos/water bottle 
o Emergency rations

CLOTHING
o Wool underwear 
o Socks (wool)
o Wind jacket/anorak or all-weather jacket
o Mountain trousers
o Shirt or light wseater of wool or fleece
o Boots 
o Rugsack

FOR USE IN THE CABINS
o Lightweight indoor shoes
o Lightweight clothes 
o Toilet articles, small towel
o Cash/credit card
o DNT-membership card

Luggage lockers available at the Oslo Airport, Oslo 
Central  Railway Station and Oslo Bus Terminal. 

Proper equipment is essential for hiking in the mountains. Because of frequent change in temperature 
and weather conditions, it is necessary to bring warm and windproof clothing. Your backpack should 
not weigh more than 8 kilos. 

EQUIPMENT AND 
PACK LIST

OTHER USEFULL GEAR
o Multi-purpose tool
o Sitting pad
o Binoculars 
o Camera
o GPS



ABOUT DNT 
Since 1868 The Norwegian Trekking Association (DNT) has shown the way to the most magnificent 
experiences of Norwegian scenery. Our route network, with the trademark red Ts, invites you to enjoy 
experiences that leave footprints, not on the landscape, but on the soul. DNT is Norway’s biggest 
outdoor leisure organisation. Our organisation marks/sticks routes in the Norwegian mountains and 
operates the network of cabins, so that hikers and skiers can safely enjoy the wonderful scenery while 
staying cheaply at mountain cabins all over the country.  

DNT TOUR INFORMATION CENTRE  
If you have any questions concerning the tours in this program, feel free to contact us. 
Our DNT Tour Information Centre can also assist if you are planning an individual summer or  winter 
tour. Drop by our information centre and shop in Storgata 3 or at Sørenga in Oslo, where you in 
 addition can sign up for  DNT-membership, get maps for all mountain areas in Norway and purchase 
proper  mountain  equipment at membership prices. 

DNT Oslo og Omegn: Postboks 7 Sentrum, 0101 Oslo / Visiting adress: Storgata 3, Oslo  
Phone: (+47) 22 82 28 00 / dntoslo.no / E-mail: turinfo@dntoslo.no 
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